USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10209.13

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA IS APPROACHING A STRANGE PLANET
CEO_Stricker says:
::Down in Main Engineering running some tests::
XO_Shras says:
:: getting out of the turbolift and walking to the command chair on the bridge ::
TO_Usimov says:
::hurries back onto the bridge after training the security team::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::At Tactical run scans to see if there is any life on the planetoid surface or in the surrounding sector::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE PLANET WAS BROKEN UP INTO MULTIPLE SEGMENTS WITH THE POINTED ENDS ALL MEETING AT WHAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN A PLANETARY CORE
CIV_Jacobs says:
::In Main Engineering, trying to get back to his experiments::
TO_Usimov says:
::sits rather heavily in seat::
OPS_Cailand says:
::gives a soft groan and her hand goes to her head, shielding her eyes from the light::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::sitting at the helm scared out of her wits at being on alpha shift today::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: EACH OF THE SPIKE LIKE SEGMENTS IS INTERCONNECTED WITH SOME SORT OF TUBING OR LINKAGE
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: EACH SEGMENT HAS A SUSTAINABLE ATMOSPHERE ON ITS SURFACE
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Sir, what would you like me to do?  The teams are all trained, I really put them through a lot, but it will be good for them.
CNS_Bauer says:
::On Bridge checking out this new phenomenon of a planet with the other bridge crew::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
XO: Sir approaching a very strange planet.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Take short range sensors and scan the surfaces for any signs of life or power sources.
OPS_Cailand says:
::begins opening her eyes slowly, looking around blurry-eyed in sickbay. She blinks a few times.... trying to get the weird feeling out of her head.... what was wrong?::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: By the way it is good to see you again. ::Smiles::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Will do, sir.
TO_Usimov says:
::glances sideways at Wolfgar to be sure he is truly all right::
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Is there anything to report Commander?
XO_Shras says:
JFCO: Any troubles getting on standard orbit?
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THERE IS EVIDENSE ON LONG-RANGE SENSORS THAT THERE WAS AND MAY STILL BE LIFE ON AT LEAST SOME OF THE THIRTY OR MORE SEGMENTARY PIECES
XO_Shras says:
JFCO: Keep a safe distance
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Puts all his attention to long range sensors and scanning for any alien ships::
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: It is good to be back on the bridge again, sir, and good to see you also. ::smiles back at Wolfgar::
TO_Usimov says:
::scans short range sensors for signs of life on the planet::
OPS_Cailand says:
::sighs and massages her temple, strengthening her already-strong mental shields and trying to regain her Vulcan composure::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
XO: Aye sir, standard orbit.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: This mission has turned out to be a nightmare in wonderland. We should be careful and not rush into anything.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Thinks that it will be good to get some shore leave after this is done to relax from the stress of having to go so deep in trance to get assist in communicating with those micro life forms::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::assumes a standard orbit trying not to let anyone see her hands shaking::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Still running some tests::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: PRELIMINARY SENSOR READINGS SHOW HOWEVER, THAT ANY REMAINING LIFE FORMS ARE NOT CURRENTLY 'WARP CAPABLE' AND ARE THEREFORE SUBJECT TO THE FEDERATION RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR EXPLORATION AND FIRST CONTACT
XO_Shras says:
CNS: I think we will get 99% of the action of this mission in the first 1% of space explored
CEO_Stricker says:
*XO*: Permission to come to the bridge if you need any help up there sir
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: You are probably right.
XO_Shras says:
*CEO*: You are welcome to join us if you judge that your troops can work without your direct supervision
CIV_Jacobs says:
CEO: I'm going to stay down here and run some diagnostics on the engines, just to make sure we've got everything up to par, that alright with you?
CEO_Stricker says:
*XO*: I always have an open communication and feel I would conduct better if I were up on the bridge sir.
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: I'm on my way to the bridge, if anything at all happens, you contact me right away ok?
XO_Shras says:
*CEO*: I leave that to your own judgment commander
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::watches the view screen and marvels at the wonders before her eyes::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Takes that as a yes:: CEO: Will do.
CEO_Stricker says:
*XO*: Thank you sir, I shall see you up there in a few minutes.
CEO_Stricker says:
CIV: Thank you very much Commander ::Walks away and into a TL:: TL: Bridge please!
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks out at area on view screen:: SELF: Looks really creepy.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir there is no signs of any ships in the area, sir.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius:  Sir, I seem to scan some structures that appear to come from civilizations that are warp capable, but no longer are.
XO_Shras says:
CTO: Good....
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::leans on the console almost hypnotized by the view::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Any power signs coming from the structures?
XO_Shras says:
CTO: Keep an eye on the surrounding space but look for threats from the planet
Host CO_Eden says:
::comes out of Ready Room:: XO: Report?!
XO_Shras says:
OPS: Anything...... special..... I mean more special that what can obviously be seen..... about this planet?
OPS_Cailand says:
::opens and closes her prosthetic hand, noting that it is better..... But not 100%....::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Senses a possibility of an away mission.  Hopes "I am included"::
CMO_Tunik says:
::going through medical locker::
CEO_Stricker says:
::The TL doors swing open on the bridge. Walks over to Engineer console on the bridge:: Computer: Open bridge console engineering authorization Lt. Cmdr. Timothy Stricker, CEO, USS Geneva.
XO_Shras says:
:: Steps to his chair ::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir we have detected a structure that appears to come from a civilization that is warp capable but is no longer so. It is on the larger piece of the planet.
OPS_Cailand says:
<OPS_Lashbrook:: XO: I am searching sir.....
Host CO_Eden says:
::looks at the XO, waiting for answer::
XO_Shras says:
CO: We are approaching the planet, no other ship in the area
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises herself up onto her elbows, letting her head adjust to the change of level::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Will do sir. We are monitoring both, sir.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: There do not seem to be, but I will scan a little closer to be sure.
Host CO_Eden says:
All: Okay, what can you all tell me about this planet... ::looks at planet out the view screen and notes how odd it appears::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Runs a level 5 diagnostic on the Warp Core::
CMO_Tunik says:
::pokes around on computer::
XO_Shras says:
CO: The planet was inhabited at one time....
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::approaches Tunik:: CMO: Umm. Sir, you seem different. Is there something wrong?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Good.
XO_Shras says:
CO: I really don't know how a planet that strange can support life....
JFCO_Goldberg says:
CO: Well Captain, the Geneva should be able to maneuver between the sections if need be.
OPS_Cailand says:
<OPS_Lashbrook> ::looks up:: XO: Nothing... special... to report sir
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Sensors indicate that it is a large classed planet, similar to a class M.
CMO_Tunik says:
Berlin: I am looking for the data in reference to a specific Expedition mission.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir, there is a pre-warp civilization on the large chunks of planet, sir.
OPS_Cailand says:
::sits up with a slight sigh and swings her legs over the edge of the biobed, sitting for a moment::
Host CO_Eden says:
::strolls over to the Captain's Chair and takes a seat, still looking at the view screen::
CNS_Bauer says:
JFCO: Like flying into a spider’s web? Seems to me.
TO_Usimov says:
::scans closer to see if there are power signs coming from the structures::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Also by the same token there appears to be a structure on it that was made by a civilization that was warp capable sir.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::sees Cailand sitting up:: CMO: Doctor. Lieutenant Cailand is awake.
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: Ah ha, life. 
XO_Shras says:
CO: Pre-warp civilizations; you still want an away team?
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::lowers her head as the CNS speaks:: CNS: Sorry sir, was I out of line?
OPS_Cailand says:
::closes her eye slightly at the pounding in her head, then reaches over and picks up her chart, scanning through it..... hmm.....::
CMO_Tunik says:
::eyes widen:: Berlin: Thank you Ensign. ::stands and looks at Cailand::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Warp Core checks out, runs a level 5 on the Matter/Anti-Matter Injection systems::
CNS_Bauer says:
JFCO: Of course not. It just looks spooky to me.... let's go check it out.
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::lifts her head and smiles slightly:: CNS: Think we will do that sir?
Host CO_Eden says:
CTO: This bears some further investigation.. and since that's what we're here to do... let's get on with it....
CMO_Tunik says:
::sees Cailand reading her chart:: OPS: See anything in there you like?
CNS_Bauer says:
JFCO: Hope so. ::Smiles back::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow, shifting her dilated eyes to the CMO and glares ever-so-slightly:: CMO: What are you referring to doctor?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Agreed sir. We are doing a closer scan of the structure now.
CNS_Bauer says:
JFCO: Let's learn all we can from here first. Then we should go.
OPS_Cailand says:
::slides down, planting her feet softly on the floor and stands a moment before walking the step to a medical cart and filling a hypo with morphenolog for the headache she has contracted::
CMO_Tunik says:
OPS: You're scanning the medical chart like it's a menu for food.
CMO_Tunik says:
OPS: Lieutenant. You have to get permission to use that.
JFCO_Goldberg says:
CNS: I'm really nervous up here you know.
CMO_Tunik says:
::points to the hypospray... and the medicine itself::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Injection systems check out, runs a level 5 on the Plasma Exhaust systems::
CMO_Tunik says:
::folds hands::
CO_Eden says:
::Nods to Lt. Asmodeius as they begin their scans::
OPS_Cailand says:
::turns, pressing it defiantly to her neck:: CMO: You know I am a doctor by trade, Tunik..... and I was checking which pain reliever I should inject myself with for reactions with the medication already flowing through my system...
OPS_Cailand says:
::narrows her eyes, noticing a change in him....everything is so....near the surface...::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Found anything?
CNS_Bauer says:
JFCO: Me too, sometimes. Get scared I mean.  The rush is great don't you think? You wake alive and curious.  I guess that's why we are ALL up here, huh?
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Sir, there is definitely something there, I am just not sure what.... let me look a bit closer.
CO_Eden says:
XO:  We'll just have to be careful to avoid direct contact.
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: OPS: I know Lieutenant. Just following protocol.
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::attempts a small laugh:: CNS: I guess so sir, but it's still scary.
TO_Usimov says:
::glances at Wolfgar to get his reaction to the life forms::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Ok just let me know what you find; also how far is it from the nearest village of inhabitants?
OPS_Cailand says:
::sets the hypo down, not removing her eyes from the doctor's face:: CMO: You have not objected in the past.....  ::searches his mind a bit, bringing in her Minion skills... in case she needs them::
CEO_Stricker says:
::On the bridge monitoring engineering systems::
CNS_Bauer says:
JFCO: I know.  We can talk about this more sometimes.  We seem to share an emotion. Perhaps we could explore it together?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Looks over at Karen and smiles thinking it would be nice to be able to show her his home town after all this::
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks at Cailand... curious why she's staring... remembers the last time someone stared at him like that:: OPS: Lieutenant. If you're using your telepathy without my permission... you could be violating protocol I would have to report..
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::turns back to the view screen and smiles:: CNS: Together? Umm, sure.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: It seems that they are living, or barely living, far inside the planet.
CO_Eden says:
XO: Begin considering assembling a few away teams.  We'll send them out once we get more information on the planet.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Exhaust systems check out::
OPS_Cailand says:
::almost smirks:: CMO: Telepathy? I haven't the faintest idea what you are speaking of, Doctor. ::marks down the dosage of her morphenolog on her chart, slightly amused at this...change in the doctor, but also terrified......::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Did you say inside the planet piece?
CNS_Bauer says:
JFCO: Arrange for an appointment.  You decide the place...... cool?
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: They don't seem to be doing very well.  They actually look as if they need some help.  They are trying to get over something, but I can't tell what.  The only way will be to see them in person.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Yes, inside where those prickly things seem to be... ::points to the screen to show Wolfgar where the beings are::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::looks back at the counselor:: CNS: Appointment? Oh right. I will sir.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: That would not be possible for they are at a pre-warp stage now and we can't interfere with that. Looks like they are at least a mile from the structure then.
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks at a nearby console and transfers data from that console to his padd:: OPS: Does the name... T`Kai mean anything to you?
OPS_Cailand says:
::narrows her eyes:: CMO: Who wishes to know?
CO_Eden says:
CTO: Have we detected any attempts of communication from the planet?
CNS_Bauer says:
JFCO: I know appointment sounds awful to me too.  Always has.  It's more like people sharing with each other and you should never have to make an appointment for that.
CMO_Tunik says:
::blinks:: OPS: Tunik.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir, the nearest group of inhabitants seems to be a mile away from the structure so we could send a team down if you want.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Right, sir... there does not seem to be anything living on the surface of the planet, I don't think they could possibly survive with what happened out there.
CNS_Bauer says:
JFCO: And the name is Zach.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: No communication from the planet sir.
XO_Shras says:
CO: Four teams of four sounds perfect for the assignment?
JFCO_Goldberg says:
CNS: I will make one soon sir... Zach.... yes I mean sir.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: They all appear to be a pre-warp civilization due to the need to survive.
OPS_Cailand says:
::crosses her arms and looks over at the Doctor again, eyeing him once:: CMO: Why should the name mean anything to me?
CO_Eden says:
XO: Yes.  Call the Senior Staff to the briefing room to assemble away teams.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Chuckles a bit:: JFCO: Sir.... it refers to someone else not me.
XO_Shras says:
*ALL*: Senior staff to the meeting room now
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::looks very puzzled:: CNS: Sir?
CMO_Tunik says:
::reads the padd:: Self: Stardate 46741.5. ::looks up at Cailand:: OPS: That would be a more... Vulcan name for you. Wouldn't it? I just wondered if you ever considered that as a name.
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: Yes sir! ::Gets up from his console and walks into the meeting room. Sits down::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Hands Tactical over to Lt Jg. Usimov and heads for the briefing room::
CO_Eden says:
::Walks into the briefing room and stands at the table::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::looks back and watches the bridge crew leave for their briefing::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Tactical is yours.
TO_Usimov says:
CTO_Asmodeius: Thank you, sir.  Lots of luck in there.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hears Commander Shras's announcement:: JFCO: That's me I'll see you soon.... right?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Smiles at Katrina::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::nods to the counselor::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Enters the briefing room and takes a seat::
TO_Usimov says:
::smiles back at Wolfgar::
CNS_Bauer says:
JFCO: Great talking to you. ::Waves and heads to meeting::
OPS_Cailand says:
::almost rolls her eyes:: CMO: No, I do not have a Vulcan name. I never have, I never will... Doctor....
CMO_Tunik says:
::logs that Stardate in his memory... the day the Expedition detected the quantum disruption next to the Thorpe planet::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Hears the announcement, but since he is not Staff, so to speak, ignores it::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::sighs:: Self: He's kind of nice.... and cute.
TO_Usimov says:
::Watched Wolfgar walk away from his seat::
CMO_Tunik says:
::heads out of sickbay:: OPS: Senior crew Lieutenant. ::charges down corridor:: *XO*: I'm on my way Commander.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Walks into briefing room and takes his place left of the captain::
CO_Eden says:
CEO: Commander Jacobs could be a great asset to the mission.  Please have him report here also.
OPS_Cailand says:
::is confused by the CMO rolls her eyes ceiling-ward, muttering a Betazoid phrase to herself before following the weird doctor::
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Yes ma'am....
CEO_Stricker says:
*CIV*: Please report to the meeting room Commander, on the double!
CNS_Bauer says:
::Settles comfortably in his seat, it feels good to sit::
XO_Shras says:
:: Moves to the meeting room and wait for the officers to gather ::
TO_Usimov says:
::hands TAC over and walks toward briefing room::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::continues to monitor the orbital path around the strange planet::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sees Katrina come in and smiles over at her::
OPS_Cailand says:
::walks through the corridors and enters the meeting room...aware that her eyes are still slightly dilated and uneven, she looks down as she heads to the replicator for a mint tea.... strong...::
TO_Usimov says:
::smiles at Wolfgar and takes a seat next to him::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Gets irritated at the CEO "ordering" him:: *CEO*: What are you.... never mind.  Be there shortly.
CO_Eden says:
::Waits as the staff begins coming in::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Nods at Kat when she looks his way::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::wonders if she gets time off for lunch today::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CIV*: Just report to the meeting room please.
OPS_Cailand says:
::makes a mental note to speak with... someone... about the Doctor's odd behavior::
CMO_Tunik says:
::exits turbolift and enters meeting room:: Self: Stardate 46751.9. Thorpe makes it back to the Expedition... alive.
TO_Usimov says:
::Nods back to Zach, and remembers that she and Wolfgar need to make an appointment with him::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sees Zach entering and nods at him::
CMO_Tunik says:
::takes a seat, sits up right, and turns attention to the commanding officer::
OPS_Cailand says:
::massages her temple for the briefest of moments and eases into a chair, sipping her mint tea and trying to maintain her composure and reserve::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Makes his way to the briefing room::
TO_Usimov says:
:: Up straight in chair::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::looks at all the other junior officers that are suddenly all over the bridge::
CNS_Bauer says:
CTO: Greetings Mr. Asmodeius
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sits up right::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CNS_Bauer:: Greetings Zach.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
CNS_Bauer: I need to make an appointment to see you when you have time later.
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::whispers to the JOPS officer:: JOPS: Hey, do you know anything about the counselor?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Notices Tunik and shields the Doctors view of him::
XO_Shras says:
CO: I think everyone is here.
CNS_Bauer says:
CTO: Anytime.
JFCO_Goldberg says:
<JOPS>:JFCO: Nope and don't want to. Why?
TO_Usimov says:
::nods at Wolfgar:: <Self> There he goes again reading my mind, I do have to watch that.
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks down at her tea, absorbed in thought, running her finger around the rim of it::
CMO_Tunik says:
::reads the padd, waiting for the meeting to start::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: returns Katrina's nod and smiles::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::sighs:: JOPS: Oh I was wondering if he had a wife or anything.
CO_Eden says:
All: The planet out there is a pre-warp planet, which means we cannot engage in contact with them.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Runs in the door and quickly finds a seat::
OPS_Cailand says:
::is suddenly snapped back to reality and she blinks, leaning back carefully in the chair, sipping her tea with a tad-shaky hand::
TO_Usimov says:
::listens intently to what Captain Eden is saying::
CMO_Tunik says:
::focuses attention in hearing this::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Quietly listen to the plans::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
<JOPS>JFCO: Why do you want to know that anyway?
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: No contact? Bummer.
CO_Eden says:
All: We will however, be taking this opportunity to learn more about this unique planet.  Commander Shras will begin assigning Away Teams.  The Geneva will land in a secluded area of the planet and serve as a base to the away teams.  Commander?
JFCO_Goldberg says:
JOPS: Oh I don't know. I just think he's kind of cute, that's all.
TO_Usimov says:
<Self> Thank goodness the teams are all trained; it just might come in handy.
CMO_Tunik says:
::has a lot of interest in this mission::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
<JOPS>JFCO: Cute? C'mon, no counselor I've ever seen would be called cute.
JFCO_Goldberg says:
<JOPS>::rolls her eyes::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Turns his attention to the commander::
XO_Shras says:
ALL: We will go down there in four away teams...
OPS_Cailand says:
::blinks, focusing her mind::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Wants to be on an Away Team::
XO_Shras says:
ALL: Team one: Captain Eden with a junior officer assigned by Lieutenant Asmodeius and one by me from science...
CMO_Tunik says:
::almost forgot to fold his socks once by three point eight centimeters like Tunik usually does::
CO_Eden says:
*JFCO*: Ensign, initiate Blue Alert and have all departments prepare for landing.
XO_Shras says:
ALL: Team two commanded by myself with Lieutenant Asmodeius and Lieutenant Cailand...
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Nods at the orders::
OPS_Cailand says:
::almost rolls her eyes, but refrains.... and blinks::
TO_Usimov says:
::wonders which team she will be on::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Come on say me::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::jumps at hearing the comm:: *CO*: Errrrr, yes....Captain Ma'am...blue alert aye.
XO_Shras says:
ALL: Team three commanded by Commander Tunik with Commander Jacobs and a junior tactical officer assigned by Lieutenant Asmodeius...
CMO_Tunik says:
::makes note of that::
XO_Shras says:
ALL: Team four commanded by Commander Stricker with Lieutenant Bauer and Ensign Katerina...
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::nervously taps the shipwide speakers::*All*: All departments, prepare for blue alert.
XO_Shras says:
ALL: You'll have you designated sectors by the time you all get you team ready...
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF/ALL: Excellent!
JFCO_Goldberg  (Blue Alert.wav)
CMO_Tunik says:
::looks at the Counselor... was looking for him:: CNS: I need to speak with you later Counselor.
XO_Shras says:
ALL: This civilization is to be considered pre-warp, under no circumstances are you to make contact...
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::hopes she did that right::
XO_Shras says:
ALL: If you do, contact me or captain Eden immediately...
CO_Eden says:
::Smiles and agrees with the assignments of the teams::
XO_Shras says:
ALL: Any questions?
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: Ummmmm..... About?
CO_Eden says:
::Pulls out a box that had been hidden in her hand::
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: No sir but thank you
CMO_Tunik says:
XO: Commander. In the off chance that the beings make contact with us... I also suggest that we dress in similar to their... native dress.
CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: none here sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I've made enough contact for now. ::Avoids Doctor::
TO_Usimov says:
::shakes head::
CO_Eden says:
All: Before we dismiss...  Ensign Usimov, please stand.
OPS_Cailand says:
::blinks::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::watches everyone on the bridge getting excited about landing::
TO_Usimov says:
::stands to acknowledge Captain Eden::
XO_Shras says:
CMO/ALL: If we can have the necessary information that will be made, but we have very little on those people, no teams ever passed before us to gather the information...
CEO_Stricker says:
::Gets up out of his chair:: CNS: Can I talk to you Lieutenant.
CO_Eden says:
::Opens the box and takes out a small half pip:: TO: Ensign, it is my pleasure to promoted you officially to the rank of Lieutenant Junior Grade, aware for your excellence in the performance of your duties.
TO_Usimov says:
CO_Eden: Sir, thank you very much. ::looks at half pip with pride::
CO_Eden says:
::Pins the pip on her collar and steps back:: TO: Congratulations Lieutenant.
CMO_Tunik says:
XO: Sir. In less than a half an hour, we can magnify sensors from a probe and get an idea of their dress.
TO_Usimov says:
CO_Eden:  Thank you sir. ::Salutes, and stands at attention::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Smiles at Katerina's accomplishment and thinks that it is well deserved::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Looks over at the Doctor and thinks... "Vulcans are sooooo boring"::
XO_Shras says:
CMO/ALL: By that time science will have more detailed information to give you about the mission.
XO_Shras says:
:: salutes Lieutenant Usimov::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::putters on the helm wondering if the cute counselor will come back soon::
CO_Eden says:
All: You have your assignments.  Once we land, all teams will be transported out.  Dismissed.
OPS_Cailand says:
::pauses, then stands, wanting to speak with the Captain about Tunik’s odd behavior, but decides against it::
TO_Usimov says:
::walks back to where Wolfgar is now standing::
CO_Eden says:
*JFCO*: Take her down Ensign.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Gets up and goes to draw his gear for the AT... Hopes he gets a phaser rifle::
XO_Shras says:
:: exits the room and head for the science department to overlook the preparation of the away teams "exploration pack" ::
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: XO: Understand. ::stands:: Would you like me to provide you with a... disguise for this away mission?
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Stands up:: TO_Usimov: You will be joining the CO on the mission and Cassandra will join Commander Tunik.
TO_Usimov says:
::heads toward bridge to be sure all is in order before going to the surface::
JFCO_Goldberg says:
::sighs and smiles to herself::
XO_Shras says:
CMO: Come help the team
CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Heads back to Tactical::
CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO_Usimov: Congrats on your promotion Lt Jg.
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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